Assembly

BUDGET COMPOSTER - LID
Contents:
Single – 4 Posts - 16 Boards – 24 plastic slats
Twin – 6 posts - 28 Boards – 36 plastic slats
Triple – 8 Posts - 40 x Boards – 48 plastic slats

Please place a flat stone, a piece of slate or post slippers (available on the website) under
each post when in use. This prolongs the life of the Composter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Slide a groove of a corner post over one end of a board.
Take a second corner post and slide it over the other end of the board.
Repeat to form a square from 4 posts and 4 boards
Place a piece of plastic slat down the groves in the posts, one above each end of each
board.
5. Make sure it goes down as far as possible. The slats will make the gaps in the Compost
Bin sides.
6. Slide further boards over the slats above the original four boards and repeat with
plastic slats on top.
7. Repeat this process using up all of the boards and slats.

Covering the compost with a piece of old carpet will keep the surface dark & moist that
the worms like. However, we highly recommend the use of a Compost Duvet. This will
keep in the natural heat that generates in the early stages of composting. The use of a
compost maker such as Compost Magic will speed up the compost considerably.

LID
NB. If you have purchased a lid for a single compost bin you will receive 2 top boards,
each with a ledge. These should be placed on the top layer on opposite sides of the bin
with the ledge on the inside. If on the other hand you have a twin or triple compost bin
with lids we provide a middle board with 2 ledges (one each side). This will go on the
shared side between 2 bins, leaving the single ledge boards for the outsides.
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